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Giveaway: WinToHDD Pro v3.2 for FREE. Giveaway: MacX DVD Ripper Pro
v5.7.0 for Mac for FREE. Giveaway: SoftOrbits Photo Retoucher v4.1 for Mac for
FREE. MacX DVDStyler Pro is the most feature-rich version of this popular
DVD.Bert Jansch joined the guitar group Pentangle on the day that the band
first came together, in May 1967. As well as contributing to most of the
group’s songs, he became the band’s de facto manager. Although Brian Auger
and the Trinity have often been credited with inventing the 3/4 shuffle, in 1974
the Pentangle’s first single, ‘Heading for the Storm’, was credited as the first to
feature one.The Lost Boys A commission for Erastis Heraclides for the
December Spectrum issue A page from the Red Hot Riding Hood comic book,
courtesy of Warner Bros. That famous image of Peter Pan dancing through the
Neverland with the Lost Boys? It was Alex Ross' idea. We talked about it, it was
a pretty simple concept but some fun stuff on the page too. I sketched it from
memory and from a photo of Pan on my desk here. I tried to capture some of
the imagery from his brief appearance in the film by making the 'crowns' of
the bears skulls, the crows claws and the fire torch his. I'd been saying for
awhile that I was going to put together a collection of my character designs for
the WB films with the underlying undercurrent of a comic book. This is the first
- in a few years. I think it's more fun to do a collection rather than a back
issue, but I could be wrong about that. I like to draw them as original designs
rather than the iconic versions to add a bit more artistic interpretation. I want
to thank Alex for commissioning the piece and Erastis Heraclides for pulling it
together in time for the issue.The Social Network Cinemas and indie film buffs
are both rooting for the ‘Social Network’, a look back at Facebook and its
founders, Mark Zuckerberg and Dustin Moskowitz. There have been two official
internet reviews – and the internet itself seems to be split in two camps of
support and opposition. This is no small thing – it’s all
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